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Abstract

We consider an electromagnetic wave incident on a stack of dielectric

slabs with different dielectric constants. It is desired that the reflection

coefficient at the front of the structure be computed. In this paper a program

for Univac, which is used to obtain the desired reflection coefficient, is

discussed. In particular the way in which the information is put into Univac

and the form in which the answers appear is discussed.
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I. Introduction

The program, for Univac, is designed to compute the reflection

coefficient for a plane wave incident from the left at any angle on a stack

of dielectric slabs. The dielectric constants, permeability and conduc-

tivity of these slabs, as well as of the medium in which the wave has been

traveling are given data. In general the program will compute the reflection

coefficient both for a wave which is polarized normal to the plane of incidence

and for one polarized parallel to the Diane of incidence. The crogram will,

in either case, give both the real and imaginary part- of the reflection

coefficient at the front of the stack.

The program computes the reflection coefficient for different angles

of incidence and the same stack of slabs in the following manner. First

it calculates the real and imaginary parts of the reflection coefficients

for normal and parallel polarization for normal incidence, i.e. at an angle of

incidence of zero radians. It then computes the same quantities for an

angle of incidence A9 radians. ( A9 is typed directly into Univac by the

operator—see Section 2). It then automatically computes the same quantities

for an angle of incidence 2(A9), for 3(A9) etc. It proceeds to do this n

times until it has computed the reflection coefficient for an angle of

incidence (n-1) A9. (n, the number of angles for which the program computes

the reflection coefficient, is also typed directly into Univac (See Section 2.).)

The Drogram is a fixed point program, so that appropriate scaling

must be done to all the input data as described in Section 3. However,

since the reflection coefficient is always less than or equal to one in

absolute value, the answers will appear with no scaling necessary.
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In the exceptional case when the reflection coefficient across an

interior interface for a critical angle of incidence is larger than one

in absolute value, Univac may overflow and stop.

2. Physical Operation

The operation of the program requires five magnetic tapes. The actual

program is placed on tape one. Tape two has a temporary blank on which the

answers are stored before they are edited (see Section U). Tape three

contains the data for the problem, e.g., the number of slabs, the dielectric

constants and width of each slab, to be put on the tape as described in Section

3. Tape four has the edit routine , and tape five is a printer tape upon

which the final edited answers appear.

When all tapes are mounted, the operator Initial-Reads tape one. The

program proceeds from there until the typwriter at the side of Univac types

out ANG INC , at which point the operator types in the desired angle

increment ( AO in radians); i.e., if one wished to compute the reflection

coefficient for angles which differ by .076 radians, one would then type in

007 600 000 000. After this » type-in", the program proceeds to the next

» type-out" NO ANG », at which point the operator types in the desired

number of angles as though the decimal point appeared to the extreme right;

i.e., if one wished to compute the reflection coefficient of a given stack of

dielectric slabs for thirty-two angles at increments of .05 radians, one

would type in after ANG INC - , 000 500 000 000, and after NO ANG -
,

000 000 000 032.*

* During this process the dial en the typewriter next to Univac should be

kept on n normal " as opposed to " computer digit."
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Univac now proceeds to compute all the reflection coefficients for

the different angles of incidence, When it completes the computation, the

edit routine automatically takes over. This routine continues until it types

out DATE at which point the operator types in the date. When the machine

finishes editing, it types out ANYMORE at which point the operator types in

n printer break point" followed by eleven " ignores" . Univac then types out

the number of blocks appearing on tape five and stops.

3. Data Input

The following data are necessary for the operation of the program:

the number of dielectric slabs, the dielectric constants, and the thickness

of each slab. If we assume that the stack of dielectric slahs begins at

the origin, we can consider the end points of the slabs, which determine

their thickness, to be known. The coordinates of the end points are, in

fact, the data to be put in.

We put the number of slabs in location 000 of the first block of tape

three as though the decimal appeared to the extreme right; i.e., if we had

twelve slabs, location 000 would contain 000 000 000 012. In location 001

we have the "word" . ? 000 COO 00'a where ? is to be replaced by the

appropriate scaling factor described at the end of this section. In location

002, 003, OOlj, 005, we place, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of

the reflection coefficients for normal and parallel polarization at the

extreme right of the stack of slabs. For example, if we had a perfect

reflector to the right of our stack of slabs we would have -1, 0, -1, in

002, 003, OOLi, 005 respectively, using, instead of -1, the approximation

-.99 999 999 999.

Now into 006 00? 008 go the e M of the medium to the left of the

stack of slabs all scaled by the same power of 10 so that the greatest of
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them will be less than 1, In 009 we place a representation of the scaling

factor of the c u 6" which is minus the power of 10 used, and we put it

o o o

in the eighth digit. For example, if we sc?1f t
Q ^ <T

Q
by 10 , 009 contains

000 000 020 000. In 010 we place the coordinate of the end point of the

slab, hut since we are ssuming that, the stack begins at the origin, 010

contains 0. We then continue with t, p., o~, in Oil, 012, 013

—

all scaled by

a power of 10 with minus the power of 10 again appearing in the eighth digit

of Olli. In 015 we put z , the coordinate of the end pcint of slab one.

It is clear that scaling for the z's mav eventually become necessary*

We will then be required to find a common scaling factor for all z's again

represented as a power of 10. Minns this power of 10 is then to be put in

the second digit of 001, which also contains some permanent symbols. For

example, if the greatest z to be scaled is z = 23.7, all z's are to be

scaled by 10 , and 001 contains .20 000,000 00u. It is important to

remember that no matter what the scaling factor is for the z's, all symbols

in 001 remain unchanged except that the scaling factor is placed in the

second digit. (See Appendix I for sample input data.)

U. Data Output

When Univac stops, the edited answers appear on tape five. When tape

five is put on the printer the following tabs are to be set. Margin 6,

T - 1 • 10, T - 2 = 15, T - 3 20 , T - h 1?, T - $ " 9, in which case

the answers appear as follows:

* One should never use a scaling factor smaller than 10~9 anywhere in the

program since the result would then lose all significant digits.
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Date Refl Coefficient

Normal Pol Parallel Pol

Angle RER IMR RE P. IMR

with the appropriate reflection coefficient and angle appearing in the

appropriate column. (See Appendix II for sample output corresponding to sample

input of Appendix I.)

If one sets the comma break point before Initial Reading one, it is

possible to stop the program, if desired, before it reaches the edit routine.

In this case the real and imaginary parts of the reflection coefficient for

normal and parallel polarization, and for normal incidence, appear in locations

9U0, 9bl, 9h2, 9U3 of Univac, respectively. This device is very useful and

timesaving when one wishes to see only a few unedited answers and perhaps

change certain data,

5. Units and Maximum Capacity

The data to be put on tape three (Section 3») is described in M.K.S. units.

However, relative units may be used if the following corrections are made.

If relative units are used, then e is to be replaced by e' where e* -5 »

and e is the e of free space in M.K.S. units. <r is to be replaced by

oycoe where co is the angular frequency, z is to be replaced by 2nf /c z

where f , c are the frequency and velocity of light in free space, measured

in units corresponding to those used for z.

The scaling factors are put in exactly as before except that this time they

are chosen to scale the new data. The reflection coefficient appears exactly

as before.

The program is designed to compute the reflection coefficient for a
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maximum of ninety-four slabs. However, this difficulty can be overcome in

the following manner. Assume that we have a stack of n slabs n > 9U» Then

we compute the reflection coefficient for the following stack of slabs n,

n-1, n-2,...v where n - v < 93, remembering to put e - u, °v-l
in the

data for e n o~ . When we have computed the reflection coefficient for
o o o

these n - v + 1 slabd we put the result for the real and imaginary parts and

the two polarizations into 002, 003, OOU, and 005, to correspond to a new

set of data for slabs v - 1 ... \i. This process can be continued until the

reflection coefficient at the far left for all n slabs has been computed.

The program is not designed to comrute the reflection coefficient for

different frequencies automatically, since this would requi re changing the

data each time. It is planned, in the near future, to add a subroutine

which would change the data for us, thus allowing computation for all

frequencies as well as for all angles of incidence.

6« Example

Assume that we are given an electromagnetic wave incident on a stack

of two dielectric slabs. The wave is traveling in a medium of given dielectric

constants and is approaching the structure from the left. To the extreme

right of the structure we have a perfect conductor. (See figure A.)

Wave
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Appendix I
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Appendix II

MAT 11, 1959 REFL COEFFICIENT 001

nCrmal pCl parallel pCl

ANGLE RE R IM R RE R IM R

0.000



MAY 11, 1959 REFL COEFFICIENT 002

nCrmal pCl PARALLEL PCl

ANGLE RE R IM R RE R IM R

1.300

1.350

1.400

1.450

1.500

•71606131183 069810576884

•94914892240 031488792527

•99400402891 010941462259

•99993254600 001160770999

-86489945659

-85640517228

-84921583956

-84359641504

-50208060102

-51637435028

-52819805111

-53708927887

FINISH
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